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A study of Quercus Leana.i

E. J. HILL.

' oak known as Quercus Leana Nutt. is considered a
I of the shingle oak, Q. imbricaria Mx., and the scarlet

I coccinea Wang., the latter including the black oak,
mrta Bartram, as a variety. It has been sparingly
in the central states, and also near Washington in the
The original tree, figured and described by Nuttall in

•ntinuation of Michaux's Silva, 2 was detected about
ears ago by T. G. Lea, near Cincinnati, O. Since

: has been found in several places in Illinois and Mis-
y Dr. Mead, Dr. Engelmann, and others. In most of
ocalities but a single tree, or a couple of trees, were

some of these have since been destroyed. Like other
°aks it is very rare, though more frequent perhaps

>as been reported, since it is easily overlooked unless
jamihar with the varied characters of some of the bi-
•irmted oaks, particularly the species with lobed leaves.
ne su mmer of 1890 I came across a form of this hybrid
£er numbers than have been reported elsewhere, and

served them each season since. The locality is near
v Springs, about fifteen miles southwest of Chicago.
or ten pretty clear cases of hybridity were at first made

s
-

SOmeothers noticed which seemed to show the effects

t

'" g '
but were not distinct enough to be satisfactorily

C tr ° m th e typical Q. imbricaria. Most of these trees
'

ce been cut down, and last year but one remained,

^i^i^^tsjvere starting from the stumps of some

r °i Srience s
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that had been removed, showing that the roots readily pro-

duce a coppice. Attention was first called to these trees by
finding twigs torn off and scattered over the ground by a

heavy storm of wind. Among them were some carrying

leaves of an unfamiliar kind of oak, which were soon traced

to the trees from which they came. The trees were mixed
with others, mostly oaks represented in the hybrid, within an

area of a couple of acres. The soil was of a gravelly nature,

almost exclusively bearing oaks and hickories, with an under-

growth of hazel in the more open spaces. The hybrid trees

were from fifty to sixty feet high, their bolls free from limbs

for the first fifteen or twenty feet, except from the occasional

presence of adventitious shoots. The largest tree was three

feet nine inches in circumference at a foot and a half above

the surface of the ground, just beyond the swelling occasioned

by the roots. The rest were about a foot in diameter, so

nearly of the same girth and height as to indicate that they

were of about the same age. The outer bark could not be

distinguished from that of the typical shingle oak of the same

age and size, being but slightly furrowed, close and rather

smooth, and of a dark grav color. The trunks did not have

the black, rough and deeply furrowed bark so characteristic

of the black oak even on small trees, for it begins to have

this character quite early in life. A section of the bark

showed essentially the same characteristics as that of the

shingle oak, the inner bark being of a reddish or reddish-

yellow color.

The leaves are from three to seven inches long, and one

third as wide, on peduncles about an inch in length. W
are somewhat pointed, and with a variable base, ei:

wedge-shaped, or rounded, sometimes approaching a corda t

form, the broader leaves usually with a rounder or :

The margin varies from forms slightly undulate to th

ularly sinuate-lobed to coarsely dentate-lobed. When looc

the segments are either rounded or acute, and

in form. The sharp lobes t
i bristle.

•

.deeper and narrower than th<*

leaves with rounded lobes. In this lobation the influenc

the black oak is seen, changing the form of leaves wit

entire margin, characteristic of the shingle oak, to tho*

proaching the less divided kinds of the black oak

leaves on the stool shoots are larger, and are less
videdth^
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those on the trees. This is apt to be the case in the young
growth of all the oaks. The lobes are acute, or blunt, most
of them tipped with a bristle. Some leaves are pointed as on
the trees, and others are broader at the apex, ending in three
lobes, resembling those figured by Dr. Brendel from a hybrid
oak, Q. Leana, near Peoria, 111.* The leaves on the upper
part of the trees showed a tendency to a deeper lobation than
those on the lower limbs, especially than those on adventitious
shoots of the trunk. The leaf surface is glossy, having about
ttie same luster and color as that of the black and the scarlet
oaks, but paler than in the shingle oak. In the mature leaves

v i? k
a tr f e ° f Pubescen ce along the midrib and primary

e.ns beneath. Young leaves, as well as those of the stool-
•noots, are more or less rusty-pubescent, especially on the
•ower surface, about as much so as in Q. imbricaria. The
margin of the leaves, particularly when young, is a little rev-

tl u
m̂ !n this as wdI as in the Pubescence the effects

five fj °^ The winter buds are ovate, blunt three-

(

nve-angled, larger than those of Q. imbricaria, but not so

the f r rj
USty ~ d ° Wny as those of Q- tinctoria. The hairs on

of im h
y

-

Started lGaves are identical in structure with those

wlX
™Dnca " a

.
bemg dense, matted, and curled or woolly,^ eranH^

6 *** and SCaAet °^ 5 ml °^ coarser,

branch^
scarc ely matted. The bark of the young

^en wil
S

v ?r?
Sh

,'
brOWn

'
With numerous roundish gray and

^e bark ,.?
tlceIs rais ed above the surface. The color of

more Prominent ** ° f Q'
imbricaria

-

but the Ientkels are

with th?!

nan
n
h ° f the maIe fl ower is hairy, two- to four-parted,

^ wSK°uJ
sh - brown S^ments; the stamens are four to

- e blunt anthers, on smooth filaments one-third

an ^ch Zl l

u
Ugth

- The aco ™s are roundish-ovate, half

T| * cup j s f
W,th a shor t b lunt or truncated knob at the top.

the
scales of H1

Cer ~ Shaped
'

cover ing about one-third of the nut;

•

oally a i> f ?
CUP are Put, escent, blunt and appressed, oc-

'

n l

S

\ Uarrose ne *r the margin of the cup. The

-fY when fresh, are often longitudinally striped
" r a darker color, as in many of the black-
lre s °mewhat larger than those of the shingle-

;°re prominent knob, that of the latter being but

^^T^r— --^Lf!^^ or nearly obsolete, with a

1Can Entom °logist and Botanist, 2: 316. 1870.
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flat areola at its base. In the black and the scarlet oak
the knob is prominent, and more pointed and conical. The
acorn-cup is flattish and abruptly contracted to the short pe-

duncle as it is in the shingle oak, while in the black and the

scarlet oaks it is more rounded and tapering below, sometimes
in the scarlet oak being quite conical beneath. The acorns of

nearly all specimens of Q. tinctoria growing in the vicinity of

the hybrid were, so far as examined, considerably larger than

those of the hybrid. Their cup-scales were very pubescent,

and almost always with wavy, squarrose tips. The meat <

:

the acorns was intensely bitter, from a light to a deep yellow

or orange color, not white or pale as is generally the case with

the scarlet oak. The interior of the cup was yellow. The

meat of the acorns of the hybrid was of a pale yellow color

and was very bitter in taste. By the character of the fruit,

the color of the outer bark and the rich yellowish-brown or

russet tinge of the autumn leaves, the neighboring biennial-

fruited oaks had the characteristics of Q. tinctoria. But the

leaves were usually deeply lobed, and the inner bark, though

generally yellow, was sometimes reddish as in the scarlet oak.

From all indications, the hybrid seemed to be a cross of Q-

tinctoria and Q. imbricaria. But the characteristics of Q
tinctoria and Q. coccinea sometimes blend so far as to make

it difficult to separate them, though from careful study of the

various forms I believe them to be distinct. If, as many da

we regard Q. tinctoria of Bartram a variety of Q. coccinea ol

Wangenheim, then the hybrids at Willow Spings would be a

cross derived from the variety, not the type. .
.

Quercus rubra occurred not far away in the same piece o

woods, but no signs of hybridism were seen between the refl

oak and the shingle oaks in its vicinity. These were not sea
-

tered throughout the woods, but were frequent only where

the hybrids were found. Two annual-fruited species, y-

alba and Q. macrocarpa, were the only other kinds observe*

but such seem out of the question for parentage.
The hybrids differed somewhat from the publish

tions of Q. Leana which I have seen, combining
characteristics of the individual cases described from c

>

localities. The number of trees offered a great,

showing the influence of the double parentage. But i

quite easy to match the leaves with those which I

in the large collection of the Engelmann herbarium,
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the Missouri Botanic Garden at St. Louis. They do not
differ materially from authenticated specimens from the origi-
nal tree at Cincinnati, nor from those figured by Nuttall. As
Dr. Engelmann did not specifically separate Q. tinctoria from
y. coccinea, there is no way to determine which of the two
he regarded as most effective on the hybrid. He says of the
Hybrid: "The relationship to imbricaria is unquestionable,
and among the Iobed-Ieaved black oaks we must look to one
of the forms of coccinea for the other parent, as the acorns,
and especially the cup and scales, indicate. " Of one growing

lv\ r> ,

COunty
'

I1L
'

twe nty miles from St. Louis, and of

he « Q
" ^u

ra WaSatfirst thou Sht ^ be one of the parents," "The cup of the
covered with rather large canescent scales, squar:

b ,

P
' \" d Very different from either rubra u . m* approaching those of coccinea. The globose acorn, seven

twn t

" dlameter
»

one-third covered by the cup, shows twenty-
two^twenty-five black stripes, so common in many black-

* &r^i
ngS ° f the hybrid were detected. Those of any

horse, I T W6
!" e scarce

,
since the wood was a pasture for

vent con -H S
th ° Ugh n0t so closely pastured as to pre-

bl e Jf; able undergrowth of shrubs. But it is proba-

nun >ber ca l ?
S> ° r S° me ° f them

'
considering their

the nut; ZuL aCOmS
-

There is no aPParent defect in

as those' J i are as PIum P and ar e produced as abundantly

*> noti L^ r ° aks in the vicing Dr. Engelmann has

Varies un
scarcit y of seedlings of hybrid oaks, and

dant lyferthV
!t

J u
<<AI1 ° f the su PP° s ed hybrids are abun-

hav e well «,

an those of their acorns which have been tested

r^%Cente

?i
in fact

' as far as rknow
'

no difference

een
discove rf -r

and the ackn owledged species has
v idua! s d no l

he seedlings of such questionable indi-

true -' as the n
SGem t0 revert to a supposed parent, but 'come

^urserymen express it. For how many genera-
v continue, and whether in time forms approaching

er parent may not appear, remains to be seen.

their
fertility th

16
*!

iS a remarkable fact, that notwithstanding
*°°ds. i V

ey do not seem to propagate in their natural
;

^-Perhaps, ascribe thi.

-£---J?
e hybnd pro^env whirl, ~„c -:!i:
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out in the struggle for existence; one of the provisions of

nature to keep the species distinct; or, as Dr. Gray suggests,

fertilization by one of the parents may soon extinguish the

hybrid characters." 6

To those who question the hybridity of these oaks, and

deem such forms varieties of closely related but very variable

species, the answer may be made that, since hybridizing is a

frequent resort of the horticulturist for the production of new

varieties of plants, it is to be expected that something of the

same kind will occur in nature where plants nearly related

grow together promiscuously. As such crosses are effected

by dusting the stigma of one species or variety with the pollen

of another species or variety of the same genus, or in the case

of bigeneric hybrids, of a different genus, similar results may

be looked for among wild plants where this dusting must

often occur whether effective or not. But it is in the highest

degree efficient for plants of the same species to be cross-

fertilized, and in many cases it is the sole method of fertility-

It is done on so large a scale by various agencies that our

surprise should not be at finding spontaneous hybrids, but

that they are seemingly so rare in wild plants. Failure to

produce them has to be ascribed to other causes than the

lack of opportunity. And it is in genera with dioecious ana

often anemophilous, flowers, such as Carex, Quercus and ba-

lix, that hybrids have most frequently been detected in nature^

Especially is this the case with willows. 7 With such genera

the conditions are least complex, and the opportunities to

hybridizing most frequent. , .

These oaks plainly show the marks of hybridism sucn

have been noted by various observers, and summarized

Sachs, among which the two following closely apply: (a)

^
hybrid is possessed of external characters intermediate

tween those of its parent forms, usually nearly ha

tween. (£)The characteristics of the parent-forms are as
..

so transmitted to the hybrid that the influence or do ^
manifested in all its characters, producing a fusion 01

It is also very strongly in favor of their hybrid-

"Botanical Works, 403. „. ...

'Insects, especially bees, take an active part in the ^»£Z£***"
Wimmer, Salices Europaeae, Introduction, p. xhnit. lb. wuu
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oaks to occur only where the shingle oak is found. Having
frequently and extensively traversed the woodlands in the
vicinity of Chicago, and carefully examined the oaks of dif-

ferent localities, since they are the prevailing trees, I have
only seen this form where we first meet with the shingle oak,
which comes up the valley of the Desplaines as far north as

rings, at least. It is on the border of the northern
the species in this vicinity, for it becomes a common

tree only to the south. Immediately east and south in the
•1} region by the head of Lake Michigan the black oak is the

prevailing species, probably ten times as numerous as the other
biennial- fruited oaks taken together. But leaves of the peculiar
form shown by the hybrid have been detected nowhere else.
Inere are plenty of transitions in leaf-forms between the black
and the scarlet oak, and to some extent between these and
«ie red oak, but none between them and the shingle oak ex-
cept where Q. imbricaria was first encountered, for both the
species and the hybrid were found the first time of visiting

e locality. Though the proof from proximity may not

1 COncJusive, when it is taken in connection with the blended

T™eristics of the form, it is hard to resist the conviction
«tne parentage was specifically double, and that the parent-

sprin

3re Wh° Se characters ai *e most evident in the off-

Englewood, Chicago.


